Abstract. We show that modern conflict-driven SAT solvers implicitly build and prune a decision tree whose nodes are associated with flipped variables. Practical usefulness of conflict-driven learning schemes, like 1UIP or All UIP, depends on their ability to guide the solver towards refutations associated with compact decision trees. We propose an enhancement of 1UIP that is empirically helpful for real-world industrial benchmarks.
Implicit Decision-Tree Construction and Pruning
An asserting conflict clause is a conflict clause containing the negation of one and only one literal, called a pivot literal, assigned at the last decision level. The 1UIP [1] , 2UIP [5] and All UIP [5] clauses are all asserting. After the pivot variable is flipped, it is called a flipped variable. The parent clause of an implied literal A, denoted P ar(A), is the clause where the value of A is implied. Decision-tree construction for plain backtracking can be understood as adding a new node to the tree, labeled with a decision variable B, assigned value σ = Val (B), and a new left edge, labeled σ, upon each decision. The left subtree of B, denoted LTree(B), is constructed recursively. When the solver backtracks to B and flips Val (B), the tree is updated with a new right edge, labeled ¬σ, and a right subtree is constructed.
In our view, a CDB-based solver maintains a forest of left subtrees. Every flipped variable is associated with a left subtree. The forest is merged into one tree, comprising a refutation trace of the whole formula, only after the last conflict. Upon conflict, when a pivot variable B is flipped, its left decision subtree is constructed by merging left subtrees of a subset of flipped variables, assigned after B. Suppose the solver is in a conflict situation, the conflicting clause is γ and the decision level is k. We call a flipped variable that belongs to level k an lf-variable, and a flipped variable that belongs to levels lower than k an lu-variable. An lf-variable is active if it is connected to γ and is dominated by B in the implication graph. In our example ( Fig. 1 and Fig 2(a) Applying Algorithm 1 allows a CDB-based solver to skip some flipped variables. Skipping a flipped variable means excluding its left subtree from the final decision tree characterizing the run of a solver. Skipped variables fall into three categories: (1) lu-variables, skipped during backtracking (L 1 in our example); (2) inactive lf-variables, connected to the conflicting clause vertices, but not dominated by the pivot variable (V 1 in our example); (3) inactive lf-variables, not connected to the conflicting clause vertices (V 2 ).
We distinguish between two types of decision-tree pruning: backward tree pruning is carried out upon conflict detection by skipping existing subtrees; forward tree pruning is performed by recording conflict clauses useful in terms of frequent participation in Boolean constraint propagation (BCP) during the subsequent search. Algorithm 1 carries out backward tree pruning implicitly by not including the left decision subtrees of inactive lf-variables in the left decision subtree of the pivot variable. To the best of our knowledge, this kind of decisiontree pruning has not been highlighted in the literature. A more prominent kind of backward tree pruning is carried out by the solver while backtracking nonchronologically [4] . We underscore the fact that the effectiveness of this kind of pruning depends on the size of the left decision subtrees of skipped flipped variables, rather than on the number of skipped decision levels, as usually presumed. The UIP-2 scheme for conflict learning takes UIP number 2 of the last decision level as the pivot variable. We compared the best known scheme, 1UIP [1] , with All UIP [5] and UIP-2, which we feel are representative enough to explain the advantages of 1UIP over other schemes, too. (We do not discuss conflict clause minimization due to space restrictions.) Choosing the first UIP, rather then UIP number 2 of the last decision level, is optimal for backward pruning. Indeed, the first UIP is the closest to the conflict; thus it tends to dominate fewer lf-variables. Also, the first UIP allows backtracking to the highest possible decision level, maximizing the number of uf-variables skipped during backtracking.
Why is 1UIP better than All UIP? Replacing literals of other decision levels by their dominator does not impact backward tree pruning. Indeed, the number of inactive lf-variables and the backtrack level remain the same. We claim that 1UIP clauses tend to contribute more to BCP than All UIP clauses, so are more useful for forward pruning. Let B be the pivot variable and k the decision level at the moment of a conflict. Denote by F r + (B) the fraction of the conflict clauses that contain the variable B out of all conflict clauses recorded since B was last assigned. The key observation, confirmed empirically in Sect. 5, is that F r + (B) tends to be much higher for All UIP than for 1UIP. Indeed, 1UIP conflict clauses tend to contain literals implied from B at k, rather than B itself. All UIP clauses tend to contain B, since B dominates all the literals at k. Hence, after flipping B, more of the All UIP conflict clauses, recorded before the flip, will be satisfied and will not contribute to BCP (compared with 1UIP conflict clauses). See Fig. 3 for an example.
Local Conflict-Clause Recording
A Local Conflict-Clause (LCC) is a non-asserting conflict clause, recorded in addition to the 1UIP conflict clause if the last decision level contains some active lf-variables. To record it, the last active lf-variable is considered to be a decision variable, defining a new decision level. An LCC is the 1UIP clause with respect to this new decision level.
A clause α is inconsistent with a decision-tree path P if α contains the negation of one of the literals of P . Consider a conflict situation, with pivot variable B and active lf-variables F 1 , F 2 , . . . , F n . Suppose the leftmost path of LTree (B) is P 1 = (G 1 , . . . , G l ) . The rightmost path of LTree(B) must be P f = (F 1 , . . . , F n ) . The key observation is that there is an asymmetry between P 1 and P f in that P 1 tends to be inconsistent with more clauses than P f . Indeed, each of the clauses P ar(G i ) is inconsistent with P 1 , since it must contain ¬G i . This is not the case with P f . It is not guaranteed that there exist clauses containing ¬F j , since parent clauses of F j 's contain F j rather than ¬F j . Denote the number of left edges in a path by ℓ(P ). An arbitrary path P in LTree(B) is guaranteed to be inconsistent with at least ℓ(P ) clauses. In general, the greater ℓ(P ), the greater the chance is that there will be aggressive propagation, once the literals of P are assigned.
The main goal of adding LCCs is to improve forward tree pruning when literals, corresponding to a path with small ℓ(P ), are assigned. In addition, LCCs tend to contribute more to BCP than 1UIP clauses immediately after flipping the pivot variable. Indeed, after flipping the pivot variable, the 1UIP clause is always satisfied, whereas the local conflict clause may contribute to BCP, since it may not contain the pivot variable.
Experimental Results
We implemented 1UIP, UIP-2 and All UIP within the industrial CDB-based solver, Eureka [2] (but without decision-stack shrinking). All experiments were carried out on a machine with 4GB memory and two Intel Xeon CPU 3.06 processors. We used instances from 11 well-known industrial benchmark families. These three schemes are compared in Table 1 on 8 instances.
The main conclusions of our experiments are: (1) 1UIP is indeed more powerful and robust than other schemes. It is always faster than UIP-2, and outperforms All UIP by orders of magnitude on 4 instances, appearing in the left column of Table 1 . (2) F r + is double for All UIP than for 1UIP. This explains 1UIP's superiority over All UIP by confirming the hypothesis of Sect. 3. (3) Of all schemes, UIP-2 skips the fewest nodes/flipped variables. Additional empirical findings, omitted here, show that this happens mainly due to the fact that there are fewer inactive lf-variables not dominated by the pivot variable in the implication graph. This agrees with the theoretical analysis in Sect. 3. (4) Surprisingly, All UIP allows one to skip more nodes and flipped variables than 1UIP on some examples. We found that it happens mainly due to the fact that many lf-variables are not connected to the conflicting clause for All UIP. According to the analysis in Sect. 3, the number of skipped nodes and variables should be about the same for both schemes. This expected behavior is indeed observed on the 4 instances of the left column of Table 1 , where All UIP is outperformed by several orders of magnitude. Studying the reasons for the unexpected behavior on the other 4 instances, where the gap between 1UIP and All UIP is not large, is left for future research. Table 2 shows the effect on 11 families of local conflict-clause recording within the default version of Eureka. The technique is helpful overall on 10 of them. Accordingly, LCC recording can be recommended as a default strategy for modern CDB-based solvers.
